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Payroll has become the most important business activity that requires precision, experience and
adequate knowledge about it. On the one hand, the rising number of payroll companies has made
the competition among such companies complex. On the other hand, it has provided a lot of options
for small-business owners to choose the best service provider for their business payroll.

Every payroll service provider is providing new and attractive features to lure the attention of
maximum customers. In such a scenario, a small-business owner must take out benefits from the
situation and make their payroll convenient. Some of the add-on services to ask from an online
payroll company are:

1. A well-known fact is that online payroll system is available anytime, anywhere. But, the online
customer care is also available for 24*7 is a rare combination but the most-suited one. No one can
wait for the next day to make a call to the representative to sort out problems or queries.

2. Direct deposit service has now become a common option but make sure that the company is
giving you an option to switch between direct deposit and self-printed checks at anytime for free. In
direct deposit service, the salary is automatically transferred to the bank accounts on the pay day.

3. Few service providers have also made available different mobile applications to have direct
access to payroll details and reports while they are on the go. You can look for mobile apps for
employees, employers and so on.

4. To eliminate the duplication of work, there is now a provision of software integration tools that
allows data to be transferred to payroll system for making the calculation easy. Amongst many, the
most important are time clock and accounting software integration. So, check with the company if
they have these add-on services to make your work and life simpler.

5. Apart from payroll tax laws, there are certain compliance requirements that require regular
updates to keep them in order. Some of them are labor laws, business forms, HR guides and so on.

If the online payroll service provider is providing most or maximum of the services, you must be sure
that this company will help you to make your payroll as convenient as anything can be. You can
make your flight schedule for meetings, plan your short family vacation or even take a day off
without worrying about payroll.

It is all because, the online payroll service provider will have all the responsibilities to make it
accurate and timely every time. You would only have to run payroll and finally approve it by
accessing to your password-protected account from anywhere, anytime.
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